We present a far-field optical technique allowing measurements of the dispersion relation of electromagnetic fields propagating under the light cone in photonic nanostructures. It relies on the use of a one-dimensional grating to probe the evanescent tail of the guided field in combination with a high-numerical-aperture Fourierspace imaging setup. A high-resolution spectroscopy of the far-field emission diagram allows us to accurately and efficiently determine the dispersion curve and the group-index dispersion of planar photonic crystal waveguides operating in the slow-light regime.
I. INTRODUCTION
The optical information about an object resides in fields radiating in the far-field and in evanescent fields, exponentially vanishing away from the object. For some objects, all the information is entirely contained in the evanescent fields. This situation is found in many classes of structures of fundamental and practical interest, for instance, in nanophotonic structures, such as dielectric nanophotonic wires, 1 channel plasmon waveguides, 2, 3 and photonic crystal ͑PhC͒ structures. [4] [5] [6] In this paper, we demonstrate a general way to convert the information carried by evanescent fields into radiative field suitable for far-field imaging. In a PhC, periodic nanostructurations of the refractive index in a dielectric medium give access to a large variety of original dispersive properties. Such properties are characterized by the dispersion relation ͑k͒, in the same way as the energy band diagram contains the essential information about the propagation of the electronic waves in solid-state physics. Molding the dispersion relations is currently the object of intense investigations. One of the main driving forces is the achievement of nanophotonic structures with very slow-light propagation. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] The characterization of nonradiative electromagnetic excitations ͑i.e., waves whose wave vector k is larger than the vacuum field wave vector k v ͒ is difficult and requires complex noninvasive techniques that probe the light with minimal perturbation. Two main interferometric methods have been used up to now. The first relies on the use of specially designed structures and/or Fabry-Pérot interferences observed in the transmission spectrum that allows the determination of the group-index n g and thus, by integration, the dispersion relations. 5, 6 Such technique suffers, however, from uncertainty on the absolute k value, as pointed out by Notomi et al. 5 In addition, the common use of access waveguides may induce coupled-cavity effects that dramatically complicate the analysis of the Fabry-Pérot interference pattern, particularly in the slow-light regime where impedance mismatch with the access waveguides drastically increases. The second approach, which relies more on local experimental techniques, is the heterodyne scanning nearfield optical microscopy ͑SNOM͒. 12, 13 It is currently one of the most commonly used methods because of its capability to track the light pulses propagating in the structure and to image objects of subwavelength size. However, the inherent problems related to fiber-tip scanning over large areas, to the heterodyne technique, and to the cumbersome numerical postprocessing invite to explore an alternative physical process able to probe the evanescent fields.
A far-field optical technique using attenuated total reflectance ͑ATR͒ has recently been presented by Galli et al. to investigate the dispersion of PhC waveguides outside of the light cone.
14 It relies on the use of a high index hemisphere probing the evanescent tail of the propagating mode and converting wave vectors below the light line into propagating ones. By principle, the attenuated reflection method cannot be directly used for the characterization of a structure operating under real condition, i.e., with the excitation beam guided in the planar waveguide. Hemispheric lenses, suffering from intrinsic geometrical aberrations, are also unable to achieve high resolution in the wave vector space, i.e., in the Fourier space. As pointed by the authors themselves, the alignments are extremely critical, the retrieved information very sensitive to the coupling, and no benefit is really gained from SNOM techniques from this point of view. As a result, integrated converters of evanescent to radiative fields are more appealing. Recently, gratings have theoretically been proposed to image subwavelength objects beyond the Rayleigh criterion by using far-field optical diffraction tomography.
specially tailored single-line-defect ͑W1͒ PhC waveguides are accurately determined, as confirmed by good agreement with three-dimensional ͑3D͒ plane wave expansion modeling. A very narrow bandwidth excitation source and direct k-space spectroscopy provide a fine analysis of the different Bloch modes excited in the photonic structure. The k-space spectral characteristics of forward and backward guided modes, as well as propagating Bloch modes of the PhC continuum, are clearly separated. The accurate measurement of the dispersion curve provides a precise determination of the group-index dispersion.
II. THEORY
The most noninvasive investigation of the dispersion relations of fields excited in photonic structures and propagating below the light cone is the detection of residual optical losses resulting from disorder in the medium. Static defects in the structure, considered as a small perturbation of the dielectric function of the medium, induce optical losses by scattering of the propagating field, e.g., a plane wave with wave vector k ជ i . The angular spectrum representation of the scattered field S͑k ជ , k ជ i , ͒ in k space is generally related to the incident wave vector k ជ i via the dispersion relation
with f͑r ជ n , r ជ m ͒ being the complex amplitude corresponding to the propagation between scattering events located at r ជ n and r ជ m . In the first Born approximation, this expression reduces
of the scattering potential. The ability to measure the k ជ − k ជ i ͑͒ dependence versus the angular frequency is the key element in recovering information about the k ជ i ͑͒ relation in the light cone. The measurement of S͑k ជ , k ជ i , ͒ for each angular frequency gives, in principle, access to the dispersion curve ͑k i ͒ of the incident field, if f͑r ជ n , r ជ m ͒ or the scattering potential are known, which is not the case when disorder is involved. In contrast to a random distribution of scattering defects, the scattering potential F is perfectly known for a grating. As a result, ͑k i ͒ can be directly deduced from the measurement of S͑k ជ , k ជ i , ͒, and the dispersion relation ͓Eq. ͑1͔͒ translates in a straightforward wave vector conservation rule between the incident wave vector and the wave vector distribution of the scattered field k ជ dif f :
with m being an integer and G ជ is the reciprocal lattice vector of the grating. Using a near-field tip instead of random defects, in order to probe information carried by the evanescent field, also removes the uncertainty about the scattering potential. It relies on the known transfer function of the tip and on the intrinsic spatial coherence of the information extraction process.
We have combined the defect and near-field tip approaches by designing a linear probe grating ͑LPG͒ that probes the evanescent tail of a PhC Bloch mode. The photonic structures under investigation are conventional siliconon-insulator ͑SOI͒ W1 PhC waveguides 16 and a special SOI W1 PhC waveguide ͑SW1͒ where the first two rows of holes adjacent to the W1 waveguide core have been modified to achieve a slow-light regime with a constant group index over a large frequency bandwidth, 11 as shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ . The Si and SiO 2 thicknesses are 338 nm and 1 m, respectively. The diameter of the bulk holes is 234 nm and the diameters of the first and second rows of holes are decreased and increased by 54 and 9 nm, respectively, compared to the bulk holes. The triangular PhC lattice has a pitch a = 370 nm. As can be seen, a LPG was etched on both sides of the W1 guide at a separation of ten rows from the core. Each elementary cell of the LPG, consisting of a rectangular hole etched into the top silicon layer with a pitch ⌳ =4a, acts as a local probe that scatters the transverse evanescent tails of the propagating mode. Figure 1͑b͒ illustrates the theoretical dispersion curve of the SW1 Bloch mode ͑dark line͒. The Bloch mode propagating in the SW1 lies below the light line indicated by the straight dash-dotted line. The slow-light regime with an extended bandwidth occurs at normalized frequencies u between 0.238 and 0.241 with a group index n g around 30 ͑regime II͒, whereas for u larger than 0.243, the mode propagates with a group index around 5 ͑regime I͒. The scattering process, governed by the wave vector conservation rule ͓Eq. ͑2͔͒ is illustrated with the arrow corresponding to G ជ . This representation shows that G is large enough to have k ជ dif f lying in the light cone. The selected pitch ⌳ of the LPG is adapted to fold the first order ͑m =1͒ of S͑k ជ , k ជ i , ͒ into the light cone. As a result, the dispersion relations k ជ i ͑͒ of the SW1 Bloch mode can be completely inferred from the knowledge of k ជ dif f and G ជ .
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The emitted light is collected in the far-field from the sample surface with a high-numerical-aperture objective ͑NA ϭ0.9͒ and imaged on a near-infrared charge coupled device camera. The excitation of the photonic structure is produced by a laser source tunable between 1.47 and 1.66 m with a narrow spectral linewidth of 0.001 nm. The detection of the scattered light by the linear gratings, which act as a vanishingly weak perturbation, is made possible, thanks to the high sensitivity of the imaging setup. By design, the coupling of the LPG with the Bloch mode, and consequently, the resulting distortion of the mode dispersion, can be as low as desired.
The real space image of a 500 m long SW1 excited at = 1.514 m is shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ . An interference pattern with complex spatial modulations is observed at the linear grating position along the waveguide. At the line-defect position of the SW1, where the propagating Bloch mode is confined, no noticeable light is detected in the image as the propagation wave vector lies outside the light cone. The corresponding Fourier-space pattern in Fig. 2͑c͒ is composed of sharp vertical lines, labeled D1, Dr1, and D2, that are perpendicular to the energy flow direction. As illustrated in Fig.  2͑a͒ , the Fourier image is located in the back focal plane of the collecting lens. Thanks to the conservation of the parallel component k ʈ of the wave vector at the sample interface, there is a unequivocal correspondence between a point located at ͑k x , k y ͒ in this plane and the phase velocity of the wave radiated from the sample. The imaging plane size is restricted by the aperture of the collecting objective ͑red circle͒, associated with a collection angle of 130°, i.e., k max ʈ = 0.22͑2 / a͒. The diffracted lines observed in Fig. 2͑c͒ originate from the out-of-plane scattering of the propagating W1 Bloch mode at the LPGs. They are perfectly straight ͑k x = constant͒ due to the one-dimensional ͑1D͒ symmetry of the gratings; this also illustrates the negligible geometrical aberrations of the optical system. When the angular frequency corresponds to the band gap region of the PhC W1 waveguide, they disappear, confirming that they are not related to leaky lateral surface modes or intrinsic eigenmodes of the LPGs, which would be directly excited from the interface at the W1 input. The periodic modulation observed along the vertical direction of the lines results from the farfield interference between the two linear gratings on each side of the waveguide. It is assessed by the absence of the modulation when the intensity emitted from one of the LPG is blocked in an intermediate real space imaging plane. Figures 3͑a͒ and 3͑b͒ show the far-field angular spectra ͑intensity profiles of the Fourier-space images along the k x direction͒ of the SW1, corresponding to the two different regimes of the SW1 dispersion curve: regime I between 1.480 and 1.500 m ͑normal regime͒ and regime II between 1.533 and 1.553 m ͑slow-light regime͒. In regime I ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒, the observed spectral features exhibit a slight positive spatial frequency shift with decreasing u in the case of D1 and D2 and a negative one for Dr1 and Dr2. The spatial frequency gaps between the spectral lines D1 and D2, between Dr1 and Dr2, and between Dc1 and Dc2 ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒ are exactly equal to the reciprocal lattice vector of the linear grating G =2 / ⌳. In regime II ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒, the shift of the peaks D1 and D2 with decreasing u drastically accelerates, Dr1 and Dr2 are absent, and an additional broad feature appears for an excitation wavelength above 1.544 m. The D1 and D2 peaks can be identified as the first ͑m =1͒ and second ͑m =2͒ diffracted orders of the W1 guided Bloch mode diffracted by the side coupled LPGs. The Dr1 and Dr2 lines are located at opposite k position of D1 and D2, respectively, and are not separated from these last lines by the reciprocal lattice vector of the LPG. Moreover, the D1 and Dr1, as well as the D2 and Dr2, undergo an opposite k variation with varying u, which is impossible for frequency components belonging to the same Bloch wave, as all the Fourier components of a Bloch mode have the same group velocity. It turns out that the sample has mirrorlike cleaved facets at each end ͑the total sample length is around 1.5 mm͒. As a result of the reflectivity of these facets, Fabry-Pérot ͑FP͒ fringes appear in the transmission spectra through the complete structure ͑PhC waveguide+ access waveguides͒ that can be measured with conventional end fire setup. The Dr1 and Dr2 lines originate from the backward propagating Bloch mode resulting from the reflection at the end facet of the sample. Note that in the current PhC structure, the group velocity is positive for a wave scattered in free space with a negative wave vector. 17, 18 As a result, the first order D1 of the forward propagating wave D1 in the Fourier space is located at −k x , i.e., its phase velocity is negative. The broad peaks Dc1 and Dc2 originate from dielectric band modes, i.e., from the emission of propagating Bloch modes excited in the PhC continuum. The wave vector spectrum at = 1.484 m in Fig. 3͑a͒ exhibits additional peaks near each spectral feature. These peaks come from the resonant excitation of a 1D Bloch wave of the LPG. In Fig. 3͑b͒ , the gradual decrease of the collected intensity of the D1 line in regime II comes mainly from the drop of the modal coupling efficiency at the SW1 input.
We have plotted in Fig. 4 the experimental dispersion curves of the SW1 and the reference W1 standard waveguide deduced from Fig. 3 . The curve labeled "SW1 even" deduced either from the D1 peak or from the D2 peak and the curve labeled "SW1 slab" from the Dc1 or Dc2 peak. The theoretical dispersion relations calculated with the 3D planewave expansion method are in excellent agreement with the experimental dispersion relations. From this figure, we see that the entire first Brillouin zone of the PhC waveguide is explored, thanks to the use of the LPG probe. To infer the dispersion curve below the light line from the wave vector conservation rule ͓Eq. ͑2͔͒, only the LPG parameter G ជ is required. The figure on the right shows the experimental group-index dispersions curve n g ͑͒, deduced from Fig. 4 , which is in good agreement with the theoretical one.
In Fig. 4 , the dispersion curves of the reference W1 waveguide mode and of the SW1 even mode are only plotted for wave vectors below 0.40͑2 / a͒ and 0.46͑2 / a͒. Beyond such limit values, which correspond to group index as high as n g ϳ 100, several extra lines appear in the far-field spectra. As a result, the dispersion curve of a true guided mode cannot be determined unambiguously. In addition, the field intensity profile along the LPGs, which is continuous for n g Ͻ 100, as shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ , becomes strongly discontinuous for n g Ͼ 100. We attribute such observations to the PhC structural disorder which induces localization in onedimensional structures. The limit of the experimental dispersion curves in Fig. 4 highlights the transition between a true propagating mode whose field pattern should extend along the whole PhC waveguide and a set of localized modes in the PhC waveguide due to disorder. The effect of nanometer scale disorder in one-dimensional slow-light waveguides has recently been investigated theoretically in Refs. 19 and 20. Such calculations lead to the conclusion that 100 nm wide waveguide requires 1 nm uniformity to achieve n g = 100 due to localization in agreement with our experimental results. We would like to point that the experimental determination of the group index n g in the very slow-light regime ͑n g Ͼ 100͒, which is one of the main interesting parts of the dispersion curve, can lead to misleading interpretations due to the one-dimensional localization effect. As an example, the ATR technique proposed by Galli et al. 14 is unable to distinguish between a true propagating slow mode and a localized mode due to the disorder. Probing a localized mode with ATR measurement would also result in a flatband, as observed in the paper of Galli et al. in the top right of Fig. 7 . We believe that the group index as large as 1000 and the experimental determination of the dispersion curve up to Brillouin zone boundary 0.50͑2 / a͒ reported in Ref. 14 cannot be unambiguously attributed to a true propagating mode. In contrast, the imaging far-field technique that we propose is able to assess the onset of the localization-delocalization transition in photonic waveguides. Note also that up to now, the best slow-light group index achieved in W1 silicon waveguide, with state of the art technology by Vlasov et al., 6 was as low as 150 in real condition of operation.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the design of a linear grating, acting as a near-field probe, enables us to recover with far-field optics the dispersion relation of Bloch waves propagating below the light cone. The fine spectral analysis provides a deep physi- FIG. 4 . Left: Experimental dispersion curves of the reference W1 waveguide mode ͑dark squares͒, of the SW1 even mode ͑open circles͒, and of the dielectric band ͑open squares͒, with error bars corresponding to the linewidth of the modal spectrum. The gray dashed curves and the dark dotted curve are theoretical 3D planewave expansion calculation of the SW1 and of the reference W1, respectively. Right: Theoretical ͑gray͒ and experimental ͑black͒ group-index dispersion curves.
cal understanding of the dispersion relation from experimental measure. Such a technique will be of great interest, e.g., in characterizing the effect of special designs of the dispersion curves on slow-light propagation or nonlinear interactions. This also demonstrates that the information carried by evanescent waves can be transferred in an efficient, robust, and accurate way into propagating waves, which is a key element in achieving an optical resolution beyond the classical diffraction limit. Finally, note that our approach demonstrated in the 1D case can be easily extended to two dimensions by superimposing a shallow etched probe grating directly on top of the object.
